
 

 

 

 

 

“New Towers of Stone in Chicago” 

(Article about the S. W. Straus Building & the Chicago Tribune building in 

Chicago, Illinois) 
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(Excerpts from the article) 

 

“Rising to a height of 475 feet, or 215 feet above the Chicago building height limit of 264 

pierces the sky-line as a monument of a new architecture.  This massive structure takes the form 

of a hollow square, built around the site, with an inside light and air court entirely surrounded by 

offices.  This main shaft of building is twenty-two stores high and carries a ten-story tower on 

the Michigan Avenue side…The first five stories are faced in Select Buff Indiana Oolitic 

Limestone and the balance, including the tower in Variegated Indiana Limestone.  All of this 

stone was quarried and furnished by the Indiana Quarries Company of Bedford, Indiana….” 

 

Tower of Carved Stone 
 

“Few buildings in America have been designed with more care to every detail of surroundings 

and architectural effect than the new Tower Building for The Chicago Tribune.  Architects from 

foreign countries, as well as the foremost in American entered the competition…The material for 

the exterior of this beautiful building is ‘Old Gothic’ Indiana Limestone, furnished, cut and set 

by J. Hoadley & Sons Co., Inc., of Bloomington, Indiana.  Except for purposes of wider 

variations in color, all the stone for this exterior came from the Hoadley quarries….” 
 

 

 

This article, which begins on the next page, 

is presented on the Stone Quarries and Beyond web site. 

http://quarriesandbeyond.org/ 
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(photo caption)  “S. W. Straus Building, Chicago, as seen from Grant Park.  Architects:  Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, exterior 

of Select Buff and Variegated Indiana Limestone furnished by the Indiana Quarries Company.  Cut Stone Contractors:  The Central 

Oolitic Stone Company.” 



 

(photo caption)  “Tower of the Chicago Tribune Building, showing beautiful effects of carved and ornamented ‘Old Gothic’ Indiana 

Limestone.  J. Hoadley & Sons Co., Cut Stone Contractors.  Howell & Hood, Architects.” 


